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Introducing Ipsos Global Affairs
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Global Top 3 research 
companies

Research & Advisory for 
the public interest

CEO: Najat Vallaud-
Belkacem, former 

French Edu Minister

Global Affairs: Total 
Social Understanding



Who gets to shape AI? 
What are the principles that are unique to AI?

AI: In Whose 
Image?



AI 
Leaders

Big Tech 
Corporate

Governments Startups

Stewards
• International Orgs
• Think tanks
• Nonprofits

AI Forerunners: a Game of Unequals



Principles of AI Power: Why is AI Tech unprecedented?
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Core
• AI is the Brain
• The core of Tech disruption in 

the 21st century & beyond

Imago
• Creators / Constructors call
• AI inherits moral priorities and 

omissions

Unfair Dominance
• Exponential Rewards
• Occupying niches pays off now

Endless Siege
• Penetration augmented 1000x
• Reaction  Optimization

Horror Vacui
• AGI is the Holy Grail
• Designed to be multi-purpose, 

omnipresent, self-augmenting

Inscrutable Infallibility
• Black Box (Intelligibility)
• Extended Black Box (Clueless 

Creator)

“AI is sufficiently informed, ‘smart’, autonomous and able to perform morally relevant 
actions independently of the humans who created them […]. (Floridi and Sanders 2004)”



The threats of AI are a certainty. The boons of AI are a

possibility that we need to work hard for. 

. 

AI: Doubts & 
Threats



The AI Threats & Challenges Framework
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AI-supported Bias

Hardwiring Consciousness, Compassion

Cognitive Dependence & Resilience

Data: Ownership, Consent,  Privacy

Delegation & Human supervision

Distributed Responsibility

Automation: Job/Tax loss

Misinformation/Democratic collapse

People-centeredness/ Values embedding

Trust & Identity



Exposing AI’s Dark underbelly - Examples
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Curtailing Freedom
• The lure of the Surveillance 

State
• Cognitive automation and 

distortion, loss of free will

Magnifying Inequality
• Exponential concentration of 

data and resources
• Rise of the “useless class” 

etc. 

Dismantling Trust
• Weaponized AI, “deepfakes”
• Mind hacks, proliferated AI 

cyberwarfare



A Framework for Democratic Resilience
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Democracy as black 
box / centrifuge

• Trust has fallen, Empathy gap (tribalization)
• Fragmentation of Commons
• Fear of losing one's place in society, becoming useless
• Responsibility is diluted or nonexistent
• Citizens as a multitude, and not a mass
• Complexity of issues, difficult to grasp, but opinionated & 

emotional
• Cognitive bias / unconscious constraints on our choices

Principles & 
values to guide 
policymaking 

and action

• Simplicity, calculability, intelligibility 
(starts with AI Literacy)

• Accountability (participation, but also 
co-creation, proofs by results)

• Openness/ Cognitive 
Resilience (Make constraints on our
choices and behaviours visible)

• Agility/Fluidity/Deep Listening

Pillars of 
democratic 
resilience

• Foster Trust and Empathy
(Fraternity)

• Create a digital concept of 
citizenship, options & rights 
mindset  (Liberty)

• Foster & reward debates that
are more productive, inclusive 
and meaningful (Equality and 
reciprocity)



The AI promise to democratic guardians: 
Best practices and how to make them 
work

Towards AI 
Resilience



A framework for Democratic Resilience
For guardians of democracy

Liberty 

• Simplicity, transparency, building 
mental resilience (vs. cognitive 
biases/manipulation) are the 
principles that should dictate 
policymaking and actions, in order 
to empower citizens to participate 
in the public debate; make free 
and informed choices.

Fraternity

• Combatting the forces of social 
fragmentation and tribalization, by 
bridging the Elites/people distrust 
gap and fostering understanding 
and empathy. 

• It is necessary in order to create the 
conditions for debate, and building 
consensus, which is the foundational 
trait of democracy.

Equality

• Inclusiveness of debates (accessible, 
simple, transparent

• Accountability and shared 
responsibility of all actors involved 
and fairness are the principles that 
should empower efficient debates.



The AI promise to democratic guardians
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Sustainable, 
humanistic AI 

Solutions

Just-in-time 
policymaking

Dramatic efficiency 
in government 

systems and services

Meaningful, 
upgraded jobs

Humanity upgraded, 
not mechanized



The AI promise to democratic guardians: Best practices
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Promoting efficiency, 
openness and accessibility. 

New Zealand's Service 
innovation lab.

Improving access to public 
service, and services 

efficiency: Use of Big Data 
in Slovenia

Promoting empathy and 
service to community : 

The Korea Power 
exchange.

Keeping pace with tech 
change – Agile 
policymaking

=> Need for 
methodologies to 

centralize best-practices, 
share information, and 

scale up.



Deep dive:  
Fundamental 
rights, privacy 
and individual 
freedom in 
the digital era 
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1. Rising 
awareness about 

issues

2. Lack of 
knowledge and of 

trust in private and 
public actors

3. Privacy Paradox -
Commoditization 
(Tim Berners-Lee: 

Project Solid)

4. AI leaders excel 
at exploiting 

cognitive bias to 
trigger more data 

sharing, less 
privacy 

consciousness



Deep dive: Fundamental rights, privacy and individual freedom in the 
digital era
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Cliquez pour ajouter du texte

Lack of knowledge...



Deep dive: Fundamental rights, privacy and individual 
freedom in the digital era
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Lack of Trust
Control vs. Commoditization : 
privacy paradox



Trust and public debate in the disinformation age 
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Overcoming Polarization
• Understand the "exhausted majority"
• Pol.is
• Media outlet AllSides

Empowering digital citizens
• Promote digital literacy & mental resilience :

• Norway started early (2000s) with "The Knowledge Promotion" reform – digital literacy becoming the 5th 
basic competence along with writing, reading, arthmetic and oral skills

Promoting responsibility & accountability
• Of elites and citizens both
• USA Facts initiative

Hybrid Offline/online community movements 
• a series of intimate community conversations Living Room Conversations (offline and online)
• and MisMatch, a political “dating app” that matches you with people on the opposite side for a polite video conversation.

https://www.allsides.com/unbiased-balanced-news
https://www.livingroomconversations.org/
https://www.mismatch.org/


AI Enthusiasm or establishment distrust?

18Source: IE Center for Governance of 
Change, 7 EU countries, 3000 participants 



Technology, AI and the democratic social contract 
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Challenges

Overuse, underuse, misuse
Gap: Proliferating, diverging national strategies 
vs. binding global frameworks
Integrating media literacy with educational 
frameworks
Punishing anti-social behaviors on the net, 
preserving fundamental rights and liberties
“AI made me do it”- Humans shoving 
responsibility on AI
The Deepfake Race mimics gigahacks

Solutions

French and German hate speech and anti-fake 
news laws examples
OpenAI: Machine-to-machine interactions + 
human judges
New platforms for public debate should be built 
up that reward consensus algorithmically and 
are publicly funded. 
New coalitions should start producing public 
benefit technology stacks.



What can we do together? 
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Political Vision-setting towards Humanistic AI Solutions
• Adding political weight & wisdom to the work of AI Stewards 

Setting a framework for Citizen communications 
• From mass awareness to mass literacy: e.g. Cross-society AI Literacy, Finland 55k citizens pilot example

Path-building from AI Ethical principles to policymaking
• Teaching AI human values through social surveying inputs (e.g. OpenAI initative social surveying)

Joint AI Barometer
• Measuring societal AI perceptions globally and annually; identify gaps, ways to change behaviors and empower 

citizens

“Data & Wisdom” joint video content series
• Ipsos Insight & Wisdom by World Leaders: the best of both worlds 
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Thank 
you!

Globalaffairs@Ipsos.com

malto:%20globalaffairs@ipsos.com
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